Ashley Kehoe believes that learning is a team sport and that co-creation is the way to generate systemic experiential opportunities for faculty, students, and community partners alike. Over the past three years, she has embodied this credence through the countless initiatives as the Associate Director of Experiential Learning. To begin with, Ashley has been the brain and the heart behind experiential learning opportunities at Dartmouth supporting faculty and staff through the Experiential Learning Initiative and supporting students via the Stamps Scholars program which rewards exemplary students in scholarship, innovation, leadership, and service. Ashley collaborated with the Center for Professional Development to create the Student Experiential Learning Fund funding intentional and reflective student experiences and she partnered with Dartmouth’s Center for Service to launch Social Impact Practicums, an initiative combining academic courses at Dartmouth with community-driven experiential learning opportunities throughout the Upper Valley. In addition to her impressive array of campus enterprises, Ashley is simultaneously pursuing her PhD in Leadership and Change at Antioch University and is a regular face at community events exploring cross-sectional dialogue and social justice. Ashley’s motto is to do “whatever I can, whenever I can, with whomever I can” and her actions demonstrate the integrity of her word and deed. Ashley Kehoe is a beacon at Dartmouth College and she is destined to become a national leader in the field of experiential change-making.